Recent results of neutrino oscillation experiments point to a nonvanishing neutrino mass. Neutrino mass models favour Majorana-type neutrinos. In such circumstances it is natural that the supersymmetric counterpart of the neutrino, the sneutrino, bears also lepton number violating properties. On the other hand, the fact that the universe exhibits an asymmetry in the baryon and antibaryon numbers poses constraints on the extent of lepton number violation in the light sneutrino sector. From the requirement that the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe should not be washed out by sneutrino induced lepton number violating interactions we find that the mass splitting of the light sneutrino states is restricted to be very small.
There are hints from neutrino oscillation experiments that the neutrino is massive (for a recent overview see e.g. [1] ). In most neutrino mass models the neutrino is Majorana-type, i.e. it violates lepton number. If this is indeed the case the next generation of experiments searching for neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decay, which takes place only for Majorana neutrinos, are the only experiments which are able to decide on the nature of the neutrino and possibly will be able to indeed observe a 0νββ-decay signal (for a recent overview see e.g. [2] ).
It has been shown recently [3] that if the neutrino is a massive Majorana field the low energy effective theory of the supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model [4] will contain mass terms for the sneutrino which violate lepton number too, regardless of the mechanism which is responsible for the generation of sneutrino masses in the unbroken theory. In [5] a model containing heavy SU (2) singlet sneutrino fields and lepton number violating mass terms involving these fields has been examined (such models have been considered previously in connection with the generation of the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) at some high temperature, see e.g. [6] ). In both cases below the electroweak symmetry breaking scale the weak statesν,ν * are no longer mass states and the resulting mass states violate L, exhibit a mass splitting and give rise to L-violating processes which have been analyzed e.g. for the Next Linear Collider in [7] .
It has been pointed out in [8] that in a scenario where the light sneutrino mass states (in one generation) exhibit a mass splitting the lightest sneutrino could account for the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) in the universe. This is due to the fact that the sneutrino mass states couple "off-diagonally" to the Z 0 on grounds of Bose statistics and angular momentum conservation so that the arguments excluding ordinary sneutrinos from constituting a substantial fraction of the CDM are not valid in the case of light sneutrinos exhibiting a mass difference. However, it has been shown in [8] that the mass difference should be of order O(few GeV ).
On the other hand sneutrino mediated L-violating reactions, like any other Lviolating process, may be dangerous for the Baryon Asymmetry in the Universe (BAU) due to sphalerons [9] . The constraints on the L-violating sneutrino properties stemming from the requirement that a BAU generated at some early epoch in the evolution of the universe should not be destroyed during a later epoch are the subject of this note.
In the following the discussion will be restricted to the one generation case. We plan to investigate the impact of possible CP violation in a multi generation scheme for the light sneutrino sector elsewhere. It has been pointed out in [3] that the low energy (i.e below the scale where the SU (2) L × U (1) Y gauge group is broken into U (1) em ) sneutrino mass terms can be written as
is contained as usual in V sof t , whereas m 2 M violates L explicitly and may have its origin at some high energy scale. Furthermore, loops containing Majorana neutrinos and neutralinos induce contributions to m 2 M radiatively. This expression is valid if no right-handed sneutrino sector is present in the theory and independent of the mechanism which generates the L-violating sneutrino mass. Writingν L = 1/ √ 2(ν 1 + iν 2 ) whereν 1,2 are real the resulting mass states are simplyν 1,2 with masses
M and the mass difference is ∆m 2 = 2m 2 L . If a right handed sector is included the sneutrino mass terms after electroweak symmetry breaking without an explicit L-violating mass term for the SU (2) doublet sneutrinos read [5] 
The parameters m 2Ñ and A ν are contained in V sof t in analogy to the charged sfermion sectors. Furthermore V sof t contains a term M B NÑÑ + h.c. which violates L. The remaining entries of 3 are the F -terms stemming from the superpotential which in comparison to the MSSM contains an additional term MNN . The Dirac neutrino mass is m D = λv 2 , λ being a Yukawa coupling, v i / √ 2 is the vacuum expectation value of the neutral component of the SU (2) doublet Higgs H i , and tan
Y transformation properties should not be much heavier than 100GeV -1T eV , whereas B N , mÑ may a priori be much bigger since they pertain to the SU (2) L × U (1) Y singlet fieldÑ, cf. the discussion in [5] .
For the matrix (3) the mass states read
where the angles Θ ± diagonalize M 2 ± and the indices l, h refer to light and heavy sneutrino mass states. In leading order in 1/M the mass difference of the light sneutrino states is
in accordance with [5] .
In both scenarios sneutrinos give rise to L-violating processes, e.g. sneutrino oscillations, 0νββ and 2↔2 L-violating scatterings [7, 10, 5] . These scatterings have the potential to erase an asymmetry in the number of baryons and antibaryons in the early universe. Such an asymmetry has to be generated somewhen during the evolution of the universe in order to explain the absence of antimatter in the universe observed (for an overview see e.g. [11] ). In the following it is assumed that at some high temperature above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale the BAU has been generated by some mechanism in the right amount. One example of such a mechanism is the decay of heavy right-handed neutrinos and/or sneutrinos which incorporates the three basic conditions for the generation of the BAU: baryon or lepton number violation, CP -violation and out of thermal equilibrium circumstances. All three conditions may be satisfied by the decay of SU (2) L singlet sneutrinos, in particular the out of equilibrium condition requires them to be very massive (O(10 10 GeV )) in accordance with the considerations mentioned above
However, at temperatures below the electroweak symmetry breaking scale T ≈ 300GeV the light sneutrino states violate L too and mediate scatterings which may bring the distributions of leptons and antileptons into equilibrium. The approximate criterium for this to happen is that the rate of the process in question should be bigger than the expansion rate of the universe Γ exp = 1.7
in the MSSM and M P l ≈ 10 19 GeV . As long as sphaleron-mediated processes are operative the lepton and baryon numbers are both proportional to the combination B − L [9] . As a consequence the asymmetry in baryons vanishes if the asymmetry in leptons is somehow erased. Hence, if there is a temperature range between the critical temperature of the SU (2) L × U (1) Y → U (1) em phase transition and the temperature T out at which sphaleron mediated processes drop out of equilibrium (i.e. Γ Sph < Γ exp where Γ Sph is the sphaleron rate) so that
then L violating interactions are potentially dangerous for the BAU. The presence of a temperature range satisfying (6) is not possible in models where the BAU is generated during the electroweak phase transition itself (Electroweak Baryogenesis) since in such models the sphaleron-mediated processes must be switched off immediately below T C . Therefore any constraint on the L violating properties of light sneutrinos do a priori not hold in the context of Electroweak Baryogenesis or any model where sphaleron-mediated processes are out of equilibrium immediately after the electroweak phase transition. In order to estimate the temperature range (6) the following assumptions are made: the evolution of the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs fields v(T ) is described by
This behaviour of the vev is valid for a second order phase transition and approximately valid for a weak first order phase transition. The exact behaviour of v(T ) as well as the value of T C depends on the SUSY parameters, but for our phenomenological purposes we will satisfy ourselves with (7) and vary T C freely around 300GeV . In models of electroweak baryogenesis sphalerons have to drop out of equilibrium immediately after the phase transition which translates into the condition [12] v(T = T C ) /T C > 1 in contrast to (7), see the comment above. The sphaleron rate below T C is described by ([12] and ref. therein) where
and the free energy of the sphaleron configuration is given by Consequently, in order not to wash out the BAU any L violating process Γ L / should always be slow in comparison to the expansion rate of the universe
in the temperature range (6) . Since Γ L / ∼ T 3 and Γ exp ∼ T 2 this condition must be fulfilled in particular at the lowest temperature at which the process still takes place or when sphalerons cease to operate.
At temperatures below the electroweak symmetry breaking scale L violating sneutrinos give rise to annihilation of charginos and neutralinos into leptons
where χ k represents any of the six chargino or neutralino mass fields and l n is a charged or uncharged lepton. In the one generation case (1),(3) l=m, see figure  2 . Further conceivable L violating processes triggered by L violating sneutrinos include the scattering of sleptons into gauge bosons or interactions involving Higgs fields. The latter ones have been considered in [6] . Since the sleptons are in most SUSY models considerably heavier than the gauginos it may be expected that the most stringent constraints on L violating parameters should originate from the processes involving gauginos. If the sleptons are heavier than the electroweak symmetry breaking scale they do not take part in sneutrino mediated L violating processes at all, therefore only (12) will be considered in what follows. However, it has been suggested in [8] that the lightest sneutrino mass state could be the cold component of the dark matter in the universe under the condition, that the mass splitting of the lighter sneutrino mass states is not less than around 10GeV .
The reactions (12) are proportional to ∆m 2 since
for (1) see ( [3] ) and
for (3) where the parts involving the heavy sneutrino mass states have been neglected. Setting cos Θ ± ∼ 1 the second L violating propagator takes the form of (13). The cross section for the scattering of gaugino i into leptons (figure 2, for simplicity we consider only pair annihilation) is (see [7] )
The coefficients C i are C i = V i1 (i=chargino, V chargino mixing matrix) and
. Neglecting the mass difference of the sneutrinos in the denominator the total cross section can be written as
where σ 0 i is independent of ∆m 2 . As an example σ 0 i is plotted in fig. 3 neutralino for different values of light sneutrino and gaugino masses for the fully developed vev v(T = 0) . σ 0 i does not change significantly for different gaugino masses and behaves "flat", but changes by five orders of magnitude when the light sneutrino mass is varied between 50GeV and 500GeV .
The full cross section depends on the gaugino mixing matrices which themselves vary considerably with v(T ) since the (some of the) off diagonal entries of the gaugino mass matrices are proportional to the gauge boson masses. For example, the chargino mixing coefficients V i1 for the parameters used in fig. 3 are V 11 = 0.82, V 21 = 0.57 for the fully developed vev and V 11 = 0.99, V 21 = 0.15 for v(T ) / v(T = 0) = 0.2 (corresponding to the case T C = 250GeV, T out ≈ 245GeV in fig. 1 ). In particular near T C the gaugino mass matrices are approximately diagonal and in the following |C i | will be taken as unity.
The condition (11) constrains the mass splitting ∆m 2 of the light sneutrino mass states. The rate of L-violating interactions is given by Γ L / = n χ i σ i v . We assume that there is at least one gaugino with mass well below T C so that the corresponding interaction is not yet frozen out at T out . For T C ≈ 300GeV this assumption should be satisfied in most realistic SUSY scenarios. The gaugino number density n i is given by (for chemical potentials µ i ≪ T , g number of degrees of freedom) Putting everything together one receives a generic upper bound on ∆m 2 at temperature T out . In table 1 the resulting bounds for five different critical temperatures are listed for σ 0 = 0.1pb. Since the bounds on ∆m 2 are proportional to 1/ √ σ 0 the constraints for the case σ 0 = 10pb (10 −3 pb) are more stringent (less stringent) by a factor ten.
In order to roughly determine T out (by trial) it has (conservatively) been assumed that in eq. (8) κ = 10 −4 . Bigger values of κ leave the bounds on ∆m 2 (T out ) approximately unchanged but lower T out and hence increase the ratio η. The bounds do practically not change with T C so the final result for any generation without taking into account mixing in generation space for σ 0 = 0.1pb (10pb, 10 −3 pb) is
In order to compare this number with the low-energy constraints one has to take into account the suppression due to the nonvanishing ratio T out /T C , since ∆m 2 ∼ v(T ) 2 . Defining
it is possible to compare the bound from baryogenesis e.g. with the bounds on ∆m 2 which can be derived from the upper limits on neutrino masses. Taking η ≈ 0.2 the constraint (18) becomes for σ 0 = 0.1pb (10pb, 10 −3 pb)
Bigger values of κ increase η and result in slightly more stringent bounds on ∆m 2 . stemming from condition (11) for σ 0 = 0.1pb and for different values of T C . The temperature T out corresponds to the case κ = 10 −4 . For σ 0 = 10pb (10 −3 pb) the numbers for ∆m 2 have to be multiplied by a factor 10 −1 (10).
In [3, 5] it has been shown that L violating sneutrinos give rise to loops containing neutralinos and (light) sneutrinos which contribute to the (Majorana) mass of the neutrino. From the direct upper limits on neutrino masses the following constraints have been derived (under the assumptions used to derive (1)):
The current bound on the effective Majorana neutrino mass m ee = ′ i U 2 ei m i < 0.2eV (90% c.l.) from the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment [13] yields in the case U ei ≈ δ ei the relation ∆m 2 (e) < 4 · 10 −4 GeV 2 . Direct contributions to 0νββ have been considered in [10] and the resulting limits on ∆m 2 are less stringent.
For (3) these numbers correspond to the case that B N ≫ m Z . For B N ≈ m Z the mass splitting ∆m 2 is about a factor 10 −3 smaller, c.f. the discussion in [5] . While the bounds (21) are compatible with a substantial mass splitting of the light sneutrino mass states in the second and third generation case the generic bound (20) rules out any sizable light sneutrino mass splitting.
However, the impact of generational mixing possibly softens the limits on the mass splitting. In the three generation framework the mass matrix (3) is a 12 × 12 matrix. To illustrate the effect of generational mixing consider the gaugino-lepton-
. The transformation into the mass basis can be expressed in terms of unitary rotations (w "weak", m "mass")
The constraints from the neutrino masses now read
GeV 2 for i = 1, 2, 3 respectively and similarly for (18). The dependence on the rotation matrices possibly renders the limits on the mass splitting less stringent.
As a consequence L violating processes will not be detectable at present or future collider facilities as such processes require a substantially higher mass splitting. For example, the process l ± l ± → χ ± χ ± , where l is an electron or a muon, to be detectable at the NLC or a muon-collider requires ∆m 2 to be not much smaller than 200GeV 2 for σ 0 = 1pb [7] . On the other hand for ∆m 2 = 25GeV 2 sneutrino oscillations could still be observable, while for ∆m 2 substantially lower the total decay width of the sneutrino states has to be exceptionally small to yield a observable signal, cf. the discussion in [7, 5] .
The lightest sneutrino being a candidate for CDM requires a mass splitting not much smaller than ∆m ≈ 5GeV [8] , so that the constraints (21) allow that the lighter of the third generation sneutrinos accounts for the CDM (and in this case is the lightest SUSY particle). However, according to ∆m 2 = 2m∆m (m being the average of the light sneutrino masses) the constraint ∆m 2 < 25GeV 2 restricts ∆m to be less than about 0.1GeV for m ≈ 100GeV . Therefore sneutrino CDM is excluded not only in the case that the interaction states are the mass states, but also in the case that the sneutrino sector exhibits L violating properties.
In conclusion, in scenarios with L violation in the light sneutrino sector it has to be made sure that sneutrino-induced interactions which take place in the early universe at temperatures below the electroweak symmetry breaking scale do not spoil the BAU generated at some higher temperature. This condition results in a generic constraint on the mass splitting of the light sneutrino mass states ∆m 2 ≈ O(10GeV 2 ). This limit is less stringent than the one which can be derived from the contribution of L violating sneutrinos to neutrino masses for the first generation, but more stringent than the constraints from the second and third generation neutrinos. In particular such a small mass splitting prevents sneutrino induced L violating processes from being observable at present or future colliders except sneutrino oscillations in very favourable circumstances. Furthermore, it excludes the lightest sneutrino from accounting for the dominant part of the Cold Dark Matter in the universe.
